Goat Tracks
Journal of the Working Goat - Spring 2016
Until You Have Loved an Animal, Part of Your Soul Remains Unawakened.

Meet Eva Mara Bernhard.This gutsy lady traveled all the way from Vermont to
hike with Clay Zimmerman in the Unitas. For her, this adventure was an awakening to the wonders of the mountains, and hiking. Don’t miss a chance to read
this tale from an adventurer & exceptional writer. Her story is on Page 14
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On Track with Goat Tracks
					

by Larry Robinson

Well, here we are, beginning my sixth year of Goat Tracks magazine. It does seem
that time flies... however when you are ‘older than dirt’, as I am, it seems that it not
only flies, but accellerates while doing so! Nonetheless, we are looking forward to
another year of Goat Tracks magazines.

There was one ‘little’ bump in the road, however, a couple or three weeks back. The
numbers from my yearly PSA check had jumped markedly. A very bad sign indeed.
What a jump like that created, was the necessity for prostate biopsies, which turned
out even ‘badder’ than the PSA numbers themselves. At that point, the operative question becomes; it is
still confined to the prostate itself, or has it spread, the semantic equivalent of ‘get your affairs in order,
bucko!’
In the Christian world, we are fond of saying, “God is good!” (Especially when He is doing what we want!)
However, one couldn’t help but feel a little blessed when the results of the ‘has it spread’ tests came back
negative. Meaning, of course, that I still have some number of years left for magazines, hiking with my
goats, and other such worthy pursuits. So, naturally at this point, my thoughts are turning to summer hiking!!

Regarding our court action against the Shoshone NF (pls see Land Use Issues, Pg 6), after what seemed
like an awful lot of waiting, we have received what we believe is a very positive decision. It wasn’t
everything we wanted, but as a procedural matter it isn’t over yet either. The judge deferred his decision regarding the Shoshone LMP, Record of Decision (ROD) and Final Environmental Impact Statement
(FEIS). Instead of holding them unlawful, and setting those documents aside, he has mandated that the
two parties to the lawsuit sit down together and work out a reasonable compromise. My anticipation of
that process hopefully follows the path of Ambrose Bierce’s description of ‘Compromise’; Compromise:
Such an adjustment of conflicting interests as gives each adversary the satisfaction of thinking he has got what he
ought not to have, and is deprived of nothing except what was justly his due.
As it now stands in the other areas of interest, of interest mainly because these are the other areas that
we are in danger of being summarily evicted from: Parts of the Inyo NF in CA are currently closed to
goatpackers. Also in CA, there are two other NF’s re-accomplishing their land use plans, the Sierra and
Sequoia (As of this date, I am not aware just what their exact plans are concerning goats). In Oregon the
Wallowa-Whitman is progressing with their land use rewrite, and in that NF, their operative statement
is, ‘No goats in, or adjacent to Big Horn sheep habitat’. That pretty
much takes in the entirety of the Eagle Cap wildness.
In Arizona, Tom & Teri DiMaggio, long-time goat packing outfitters,
awhile back were summarily locked out of one of their historical guiding
areas, and could potentially lose more of their normal and traditional
forest access.
In Idaho, the Clearwater NF is also re-doing their forest plan, plus
the Bridger-Teton NF is beginning the process, but it remains to be
seen in that one where goats will fit in to either of those... if at all.
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RENDY 2016

South of Ukiah, Oregon in an area about 60 miles
south of Pendleton, OR
Dates are June 23rd - 27th.

If you think the Maytag repairman was lonely, you
oughta see our mail guy... you could get stuck in the
cobwebs from him to the computer! ;-)
The NAPgA Website, www.NAPgA.org, Gets a
Facelift!
If you haven’t visited napga.org in a while,
now would be a good time to check it out! The
website’s been overhauled and has some new
features that we think will be helpful to our
members. The front page stays relevant with the
latest news while past articles are saved in easyto-access archives. We hope you will take a few
moments to drop by and check it out!

Mark your calendars and come join us!
The website information for the Rendy has pictures of
the area as well as Google Earth links.
We will have guest speakers, potluck dinners, hoof
trimming classes, nasal swab sampling of your goats
for MOVI, the annual NAPgA Auction, etc. Always a
great time to renew old friendships!

One exciting feature of the new website is the
“Members Map”. This “members-only” feature
allows you to locate other NAPgA members in the
continental U.S. There is also a members search
feature similar to the one on the old website. For
all current 2016 and expired 2015 members, your
membership information from the old website
was imported into the new one. If you aren’t sure
whether you have an account, or if you don’t know
your username and password, use the “Forgot
Password?” link on the left side. If you don’t
remember the email address associated with your
account, please use the ‘Contact Us’ form and we
can help you out.
Renewing your membership is now easier than
ever with a new feature that allows members to
pay annual dues on a subscription basis. This
eliminates the need to mark your calendar every
year and will hopefully also cut down on the
number of “nag” letters and eMails Larry sends out
every January.
Finally, membership classes have changed!
Individual, and Family memberships have been
rolled into one simple $20 “Bronze” membership
level. We also offer $50 “Silver” and “$100 “Gold”
memberships for those who wish to donate extra
to the cause. Finally, “Associate” membership was
discarded in favor of a new “Youth” membership
for kids 13-18 who wish to join NAPgA. We hope
you enjoy the changes to membership and to the
website. We encourage your feedback!

Friends are friends forever...
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Jethro
5 Days
old

Paradise Ranch Packgoats will be delivering Packgoat
kids to the 2016 Rendezvous in Oregon in late June and
will be dropping some off at numerous locations along
the route from Kansas. We are accepting orders and still
have room on our order list at this time.

We have been breeding specifically bred Packgoats
for over 18 years and offer 7 full blood breed, Alpines,
Oberhasli, Saanen, Boer, Nubian, Toggenburg, LaMancha
and a number of Hybrid lines like our 300 lb. Sabors.
We offer Saanens that will get near 300 lbs, 41”. Our
ever-improving genetics is second to none. We breed
for Packgoat conformation and temperament and the
results speak for themselves. Have we hit the mark? Are
our Packgoats any good? Don’t take our word for it, ask
the ones who have purchased them, Larry Robinson,
Charlie Jennings, Carolyn Eddy, Clay Zimmerman, Kent
Daniels, Dave Suisse, Nancy & John Clough, Matt Lyons,
Stephen Barnhill, Joe Delong, John Bamberg, Marc
Warnke, Dean Kroon and many others.
Our specifically bred Packgoat kids sell for $250 each
and come with all vaccinations, coccidia treatment,
wormings and a life time of support. All kids are hand
raised, individually, no lamb bar, with many hours of
hands on personal training when you receive them.
A percentage of the proceeds from our sales will be
donated to NAPgA’s legal fund.

Konza
29 Days

The “Best is Yet to Come”! Phone: (620)767-7888 or
eMail: paradise27@tctelco.net.

Mudslide & Louis, Bridger-Teton NP, WY

Marci & Olivia
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Land Use Issues
Well, Virginia, is there Ever Gonna be any Good News?
As a matter of fact, THERE IS!
Judge Winmill, the Idaho judge that had the responsibility
to determine the merits of NAPgA’s case against the
Shoshone NF, has decided that there is a cause for a
Contempt of Court action against the Shoshone, and his
judgment reflects that decision.
The flip side is that his judgment had two parts, the
upholding of the Contempt action, and the following, best
stated here by Andy Irvine, NAPgA’s legal advisor,
“Rather than immediately holding the Shoshone
LMP, Record of Decision (ROD) and Final
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) unlawful
and setting those documents aside, as requested
by the Wool Growers and NAPgA, the Court
deferred its ruling on this request until after a
status conference with the parties.”

It is too early to comment on when that status conference
will be held, it will undoubtedly be 100% more fair
than the last meeting NAPgA was a party to, where the
Shoshone FS immediately ruled, for the purposes of the
meeting, the ‘procedural’ issues, OFF THE TABLE! Which
had the intended effect of benching our legal guy, and
emasculating our presentation at that meeting.
I can’t wait for this next one!
Links:
Andy Irvine’s Complete Analysis of the Court Order:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7RfskiMpNdNRUg0OGJYc3N
zbW9OZFllYThDZmxXUTVMblpB/view?usp=sharing

First Article to Appear, this one from the Casper, WY
paper, 2-24-16:

http://trib.com/lifestyles/recreation/judge-holds-forest-servicein-contempt-over-wyoming-goat-and/article_3fbc9dd5-8b4b-50748325-87d937ec0708.html

Next article showed up in the Jackson Hole News &
Guide, 2-25-16:

http://www.jhnewsandguide.com/jackson_hole_daily/local/
goatpackers-score-win-over-shoshone/article_d43d80bf-a4ac5f48-9c8e-8e5130d820d1.html

And the next was from The Capital Press, Ag’s Website,
2-26-16:
http://www.capitalpress.com/Idaho/20160226/idahojudge-holds-forest-service-top-leaders-in-contempt

And the judge’s order itself:
http://www.goattracksmagazine.org/downloads/
winds/judgesorder.pdf

From NAPgA’s President:
Thanks to all of you who have contributed money and
time to NAPgA.
NAPgA’s primary mission is to help YOU enjoy the
wilderness and to keep the trails open.
What does the future hold? Well, I believe that the
judge will be requiring the Forest Service to conference
with NAPgA to work out a solution. Whether that be a
settlement, a compromise, I don’t know at this point.
The Court knows that the Shoshone Forest Plan was
put together with documents that were biased, and
they didn’t look too kindly on that. I sincerely hope that
we can work something out, such as them requiring a
health certificate that requires MOVI tested negative
packgoats, allowing us to have a right-of-way corridor
through the Bighorn Sheep habitat, and, pertaining
to the Whiskey Mountain area of the Shoshone NF,
perhaps require us to camp outside the critical area
which is possible up there. NAPgA genuinely cares about
Bighorn Sheep, but an all-out BAN really bothers me for
a number of reasons, so I do not believe that is the
answer. Government officials seem to get carried away
with the word BAN, like a blank check or something.
What can the general membership do at this time?
Donate $$ and recruit members. There is strength in
numbers. We always need to have a pile of cash in
hand to defend our rights to the wilderness. We have
the very finest Attorney in the nation when it comes to
goats and bighorn sheep. The money allows us to have
him help you and me put out fires across the country.
National Forests all over the western U.S. want to close
their boundaries to goats.
Lots of work to do, but it was really sweet to savor a
victory this past week. Lots of us spent an enormous
amount of time on this, hoping and praying that we’d
win this time around.
Happy packing!
Charlie Jennings
President, NAPgA

It Ain't Over 'til It's Over
Lest anyone think that the battle is over, and we can all
go hiking and forget about this political stuff; It not only
isn't over, it is just getting going. The Blue Mountains
are going to issue their FEIS any time, and other forests, such as the Bridger-Teton, are just priming their
administrative engines for a run at their land use plan.
As Massala said to Judah Ben-Hur, in the movie BenHur, "The battle goes on, Judah..."
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Getting the Jump on Positive PR in the Bridger-Teton The following is a letter I wrote to the Billings, MT,
Gazette in response to their article:
I have recently been on the phone with the USFS folks
who will be responsible for revising the Forest Plan for “Report attempts to prompt discussion on wild
the Bridger-Teton NF, which comprises the West side of sheep conservation”
the Wind River Range, west of the Continental Divide. by BFrench@billingsgazette.com
They seem to be quite open to working with us. I have
mentioned that it is critical that PackGoats are looked
at as a different group than brush goats and a different
species altogether than domestic sheep, and that any risk
analysis needs to be done with goats being a separate
species than domestic sheep from the very beginning,
instead of being thrown in to the Plan Revision at the
last minute as an afterthought. Opportunities for public
comment will be coming in 2017.

My reason for writing was the fact that in this article,
they parroted the same old, same old lines about
those dangerous sheep and goats. I get really weary of
reporters printing this stuff about goats as if the danger
to Bighorns was a proven fact, when in reality their is
no actual science whatsoever to back up their baseless
claims.

the time are welcome to volunteer to assist the Forest
Service in trail maintenance. They are very excited
about our willingness to help out. I really feel that this
may help them to look at us in a different light if we do
in fact come through with volunteers.

That apparently is a product of the ‘good old days’.

So...

I took him to task over it.
We also discussed the fact that we will be testing
goats for MOVI; preliminary results are showing that ==========================
packgoats are testing 100% negative up to this point. Used to be that when a reporter did a story, it meant
There are opportunities for trail maintenance in 2016 that he had actually researched the subject, and was
and 2017 in the Bridger-Teton NF, so anyone that has presenting the findings of his research.

Because since the US government, and the various
Bighorn Sheep (BHS) advocacy groups began their
attempt to push goats off federal lands, all stories
relevant to BHS have parroted the same old, same old,
John Mionczynski has been involved with discussions myth, and that is ALL that it is, that domestic goats
with the Wyoming Game and Fish Biologists about represent a ‘clear and present danger’ to BHS. Do they?
the importance of Bighorn Sheep (BHS) health And if so, what might be the proof of that charge?
management. Several of the younger biologists in In truth, there isn’t any. What little research that has
Lander are very interested in John’s data that there is been done vis-a-vis goats, independent of domestic
a direct correlation between proper nutrition with high sheep, has been inconclusive at the very most. But who
selenium levels, and higher long-term survivability knows, they just might be, so we’ll just throw them
of BHS lambs. The BHS in Coyote Gulch in Utah’s into the mix. Or so it seems. I was apparently under the
Escalante, an area rich in Selenium, have shown high impression that conclusions reached by ’scientists’, were
birth success, and a steady population over many arrived at after exhaustive research. Uh huh.
years.
Enter the packgoat, the real focus of the attempt to
Happy packing!
eliminate the goat from the forests of the west. Here is
Charlie Jennings
an animal that is as different from the classic herd goat
President, NAPgA
as a horse is from a cow. Our pack animals are taken very
close care of, vaccinated regularly, watched closely and
only taken into the woods when absolutely healthy. And
in addition to that, they are imprinted on humans within
What this stereotypical nonsense does, in reality, is
48 hours of birth, socialized to a fault, and as a result are
deprive me of the ability to enter a growing number of
forests, in the last few years while I still have the ability effectively ‘joined at the hip’ to their human overseer.
Each summer I end up doing anywhere from 100-200+
to hike and see the woods that I love so much.
miles with my goats dutifully following behind me. My
Big government rolls on, crushing any and everyone who age, 75, is the reason I decided to begin to use a pack
gets in the way, and this worship of BHS is creating a
animal in the first place, and I chose the goat as it is the
casualty of the older and sometimes disabled hiker that most environmentally friendly pack animal that exists.
choses to use this targeted pariah, the goat.
Plus, I had, and have, no intention whatsoever in giving
Lawrence Robinson
up doing my own hiking. When I can’t hike myself, is
Boise, ID
when the towel will hit the hamper.

Cont. Opposite Column
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Land Use Issues
Folks in Alaska are getting their own dose of reality
from the gubermint. Same folks in the background,
however, the Alaska Wild Sheep Foundation. Sound
familiar??
Proposal to Protect Wild Sheep Upsets
Domesticated Sheep, Goat Owners

Samantha Angaiak, Reporter and Weekend Producer
sangaiak@ktuu.com, POSTED: Feb 28, 2016

http://www.ktuu.com/news/news/proposal-to-protect-wild-sheep-upsetsdomesticated-sheep-goat-owners/38246340

ANCHORAGE - The Alaska Board of game will review
a list of proposals at its upcoming statewide meeting
in Fairbanks, including one that could require goat and
sheep owners to have permits for their animals.

If implemented, goat and sheep owners would be
required to obtain a permit before keeping them within
15 miles of Dall sheep habitat. Owners would also
have to keep their domesticated animals contained in
a double fence and be certified as ‘disease-free’ when
testing becomes available.

The proposal eliminates domestic sheep and goats from
a list of accepted species in Alaska known as the ‘Clean
List.’
The Alaska Wild Sheep Foundation submitted the
proposal in an effort to prevent disease transmission
among the wild and domesticated species.

Foundation officials said it’s looking to prevent
population-killing diseases currently impacting the
lower 48 from creating problems in Alaska, but Fish &
Game officials said neither the board nor department
have the authority to implement or shut down the
proposal.

Suzy Crosby, owner of Cottonwood Creek Farm in
Wasilla said her goats are more than pets and a means
to living. “I cannot imagine life without having goats,”
Crosby said. “They’re the missing link between pets and
livestock.”
Crosby said if Proposal 90 is implemented, her whole
life could change.

“It cuts at the heart of everything that each one of us
holds dear,” Crosby said. “What do we hold dear in our
lives - our loved ones, our food supply, our livelihood
and our lifestyle - and this would decimate all of those
things for a great many people.”

While it has been proven that rocky mountain goats and
musk ox have been infected by domestic species in the
Lower 48, no cases have been documented in Alaska.
The goal of this proposal is prevention, according to

Kevin Kehoe, president of Alaska’s chapter of the Wild
Sheep Foundation said

“It’s kind of like cutting the brush around your cabin,”
Kehoe said. “You can wait ‘till a fire burns you out of you
can say ‘hmm it could happen to me it’s worth taking
preventative actions and get your neighbors to do the
same thing.’”
Crosby said the 15 air mile rule is too much.

“In order for there to be co-mingling between our
animals or even proximity, that Dall sheep would have
to defy all laws of nature and leave its herd which
they don’t do and come down out of the mountains,
cross bridges, roads, highways, fences, subdivisions,
predation,” Crosby said. “It would probably be a threeweek trip in order to get to our place.”

Kehoe said the foundation is willing to work with
domestic animal owners to come up with a solution that
works for everyone.
“We fully understand this is an emotional issue and
could impact fellow Alaskans and so we’re more than
willing to sit down with domestic growers associations
and other agencies to discuss potential solutions like
testing and other measures people might be able to
come up with that would protect wild sheep and at the
same time lessen the impact on domestic growers,”
Kehoe said.
Bruce Dale, Director for the Division of Conservation
said the department doesn’t have the authority to
implement the proposal and neither does the board of
game, which is considering the proposal.

“The department’s recommendation on Proposal 90
is to take no action,” Dale said. “That’s simply because
they don’t have the authority to adopt that proposal
and regulation as its written, the department of fish and
game and the board of game can’t make regulations to
manage and regulate domestic livestock including sheep
and goats.”
Dale said it would be a decision for the state
veterinarian.

“The authority for requirements and testing of animals
that are brought into the state fall under the state
veterinarian who is housed in the Department of
Environmental Conservation,” Dale said.

While not everyone agrees on the proposal’s current
wording, both sides say they want to protect wild sheep
and work on a compromise that works for everyone.
The Board of Game meeting begins March 17.
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Idaho is getting its own dose as well...

Bighorn protection plan in Idaho upheld
by federal court

The lawsuit contended the Forest Service didn’t follow
proper legal procedures before concluding bighorns
in Payette National Forest face significant risk of
contracting fatal diseases from domestic sheep.

BOISE, Idaho (AP) A ruling on Wednesday by the 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the reduction of domestic
sheep grazing in Payette National Forest in Idaho by
about 70 percent to protect bighorn sheep from diseases.

But the panel of judges ruled that any error the Forest
Service might have made by not consulting the service
was harmless because the specific details of disease
transmission were not the basis for the Forest Service
decision.

BY KEITH RIDLER, ASSOCIATED PRESS WEDNESDAY, 3-2-16
http://kboi2.com/news/local/bighorn-protection-plan-inidaho-upheld-by-federal-court

The lawsuit said the agency didn’t consult the U.S.
Department of Agriculture’s research service about the
transmission of disease.

Brian Harris, public affairs officer for Payette National
The three-judge panel said the U.S. Forest Service had
met the requirements of federal law in deciding to reduce Forest, said the agency couldn’t comment on the ruling.
sheep grazing in the area.
Experts say about 10,000 bighorns once roamed in
Hells Canyon and the surrounding mountains before
“Today’s ruling shows that taking precautionary
being eliminated in the 1940s.
measures to protect native wildlife is a reasonable
approach to managing our public lands,” said Ken Cole,
Idaho director of Western Watersheds Project, one
of three environmental groups that intervened in the
lawsuit on the side of the Forest Service.

Scientists generally attribute the decline of bighorns
in North America to habitat loss, over-hunting,
competition for food, and disease transmission from
domestic sheep.

The move came two years after the Forest Service
announced its bighorn sheep protection plan that limited
domestic sheep grazing.

Harris said current estimates put the bighorn
population in the area at about 1,500. He said about
700 of those are in the Main Salmon South Fork herd in
the Salmon River Mountains, and another 800 are in the
Hells Canyon herd.

The Idaho Wool Growers Association, American Sheep
Industry Association and other groups joined several
Idaho sheep ranchers in filing the lawsuit in 2012.

In 2014, a federal judge for the District of Idaho ruled
against the domestic sheep growers. The appeals court
upheld that decision.

Nearly 500 bighorn sheep, a prized big game trophy
among hunters, were transplanted into Hells Canyon
from 1971 to 2004.

Barry Duelke, president of the Idaho Wool Growers
Association, said he hadn’t seen the latest ruling and
couldn’t comment.

I am always looking for folks to describe their goat-travels here in Goat Tracks. I have a lot of my
stories on backlog, but you are going to get real tired of just reading about me! Please consider
sending me a narrative of your adventures. I can edit like mad, but can’t descibe your travels!
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From the Training Pen
(The Best of Rex Summerfield)

Basic Training

It was midmorning and as usual the phone was ringing. It
was another goat owner who had a couple of questions.
“Fire away” I said, “do you sedate your goats when you
have to work with them?” Slightly taken back at the
suggestion, I replied “of course not!” Then it began,
a whole series of questions relating to goat behavior.
It soon became clear this poor person’s goats had no
training in any form and were running amuck in the
barn doing what ever amused them at the moment.

the hugs and kisses mentioned above? Sweet talk,
scratching itchy spots and feeding treats all fall into
the positive reinforcement category. Unfortunately
positive training is often ignored because most training
is reactive; focusing on problems instead of proactively
encouraging the goat’s good behavior at the same time
you are discouraging its bad ones.
I feel it’s important to interject a note here; Care should
be taken not to give a goat conflicting signals. In other
words, be consistent. Hollering or being irate at your
goats because you had a bad day at work or loving and
petting on them when they were just taking turns trying
to bash a hole in the barn wall is counter productive and
not fair to the goat you are trying to train.

Obviously these goats needed some guidelines. When I
told the owner that, she was skeptical that it was possible
to train a goat to resist what she termed ”normal goat
behavior.” I explained that to have a happy relationship
with any critter, including humans you have to have
some behavioral guidelines. Simply put, some things
It’s never too early to start training; in fact it seems to be
are acceptable and some things aren’t.
much easier to teach younger goats. We start when the
On the flip side, we were recently blessed with a visit goats are only a few days old using a simple squirt bottle
from a retired couple that stopped by to show off a couple filled with clean water. It’s hanging near the kid pen at
of goats they had purchased several years ago as kids. all times within handy reach. Each time we approach
The goats are horned and now weigh well over 200 lbs. the pen, the kids crowd the fence hoping for a treat. If
It was interesting to watch that even though the woman any put their feet up on the fence they are squirted in
was very petite, the goats treated her with the utmost the nose with the water and told “NO!” Goats are all
respect and were very attentive to her commands. They individuals and some will learn after a couple of times
obviously loved her very much. I feel the training and that they should stay off the fence while others take a
guidelines she gave them helped mold them into some couple of weeks to figure it out. We also introduce the
really happy goats. In return for their respect she heaped “back” command at this time as well. They are told
on the hugs and kisses.
“Back” in a clear authoritative voice and those within
Training should be proactive, not reactive. For example, three feet of the gate get a squirt to make them back
teaching some basic verbal commands to your young away. We don’t go in until they all comply. That’s not
goats so you are able to communicate your pleasure or to say they don’t mob us after we start into the gate but
displeasure with certain behavior. It is an easy way to at least they are learning. By six weeks they all know
encourage good manners and discourage displeasing putting their feet on the fence or standing inside the
actions before they become problems. The proactive three foot barrier when we enter the pen will result in
approach also includes thinking ahead and deciding a squirt of water and corrections become less and less
what behavior will be acceptable with a 200-pound frequent until one day you realize that they just do what
goat then not allowing the goat to do it as a kid. Basic you want with out needing to squirt any one. What a
examples are allowing the goat to jump up on you, day! At the same time we have taught them two very
chew or bite you, push against you with its head, necessary commands; “NO” and “Back”. They are used
forcibly demand attention, etc. All these are “cute” kid through out the goat’s life for other training and any
behavior but not funny at all when done by an adult. issues that we may encounter. The “No” command is
The positive reinforcement of their good behavior is used to stop any negative behavior and we use it many
also an important part of proactive training. Remember times when a goat struggles during hoof trimming or
worming. “Back” is great for the goats that try to crowd
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in to watch. You get the idea, simple commands with
multiple uses. It’s the first step to a happy balanced
relationship with your trail buddies.

Brian
and Kerri
Fisher from
Canberra
have been
sponsoring
the races
for several
years.

Acquiring older goats with bad habits will take more
time but all the above techniques have been proven to
work no matter their age. As I have stated before. Its been
my observations with several hundred goats over many
years that any behavior “consistently” discouraged by
you will eventually fade off the goats list of bad habits.
Happy Trails!

Feral goat races save the annual Comboyne Show
ABC Rural By Kim Honan
Video: http://www.goattracksmagazine.org/
downloads/2016/goatraces.mov

It could be what saved the Comboyne Agricultural &
Horticultural Show.
Faced with declining numbers, organisers found that
feral goat races were all the rage in the west of NSW and
decided to give it a go.
Five years on the annual event in northern New South
Wales continues to build crowd numbers.
The show’s president Rodney Fisher, a local dairy
farmer, believes the goats have saved the show.

But this year not only did Kerri race a goat for the first
time, she also took out the title of the 2015 Comboyne
Mountain Goat Races champion.
“I feel a bit stunned actually,” she said.

“I was just trying to make sure that we supported a
really good cause in the Westpac Rescue Helicopter.

“My winning technique was about trying to avoid the
other goats and the fence.

“I think I had a goat that was very fast that didn’t like the
other goats so kept well away from them, so I was very
lucky.”
Mr Fisher, also a local dairy farmer, said the animals are
bought each year at the local goat sales in Dubbo in the
state’s central west.
“We buy all billy goats and they seem to be the best
racing goats,” he said.

“It’s becoming really popular with the politicians and
the radio-announcers challenge, and the crowd seems to “We bring them back and give them a little bit of training
love it,” he said.
for the day and go at it.
“I think it’s different, it’s something you can’t see
somewhere else and it’s just a little bit of amusement for “We have a special fenced paddock to keep the goats in
on the dairy farm, because they are feral goats, and they
the crowd and the sponsors.”
need a bit more fencing than the normal cow so that’s
The politician’s race this year attracted local, state and
where they stay.”
federal politicians as well as candidates for this month’s
In past years the show has demonstrated a dairy bullock
state election.
team and ran working dog trials to try and get people
“The politicians have gone completely mad over goat
through the gates.
racing at the minute,” he said.
“I’d like to have those other attractions as well but
“We had a full field of politicians this year for the first
there’s a limit to how much my volunteers will tolerate,”
time, but it could also have something to do with the
he said.
election year but they seem to be keen on the race and
have a bit of fun with it.”
“After the goat races everyone just wants to go home and
But it’s not just about having a few laughs when the local sit down and have a bit of a spell.
federal member falls backwards out of the goat cart at
“It was sad that we had to give the dog trials away but
top speed.
they weren’t making us any money and we just couldn’t
cope with the extra work load.”
The mission is also to raise funds for a much needed
charity in the region, and that means every goat needs a
sponsor.
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Saddles

Small Panniers

[Cargo panniers]

Butt-Head Pack
Goat Products

Family owned and operated Butt-Head
Pack Goats has been in business since
1988. All of our equipment is hand made by
Dennis Willingham in the small town of
Rough & Ready, California. We value our
customers and take pride in our work. All of
our products have been tested on the trail.
We appreciate your business and
guarantee your satisfaction.

Large Panniers

Halters, Visibility gear,
Goat Coats / Pack
Covers, and much much
more. Visit our website
for the full line of
products available.
Butt-Head Pack Goats
PO Box 333
Rough & Ready CA 95975
(530) 432-0946

bhpakgoats@hotmail.com
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Rescue Helicopter Grounded after Headbutt
from Territorial Goat
By Ben Hooper, Feb. 22, 2016

ONKAPARINGA HILLS, Australia, Feb. 22 (UPI) -- An
Australian rescue helicopter was grounded following a
confrontation with a territorial goat that rammed the
chopper and damaged a window.
The Motor Accident Commission Rescue helicopter
landed about 1:15 p.m. Monday in Onkaparinga Hills,
a suburb of Adelaide in South Australia, to transport a
man who suffered leg injuries in a road collision.

Resident Jamie Stott captured a photo of the helicopter
landing in a neighbor’s paddock, where a herd of goats
grazed nearby.

A spokeswoman for the South Australia Ambulance
Service said one of the goats rammed the chopper and
damaged a window.

Stott said in a Facebook post the goat collided with the
low window by the pilot’s feet.

The helicopter’s intended passenger was taken by
ambulance to the Flinders Medical Center, where he was
admitted in stable condition.
The chopper, one of three in the rescue service’s fleet,
has been temporarily removed from service and was
taken to Adelaide Airport for repairs.

In my frequent forays into the files that make up the GT Archives, I have come to the conclusion that the only reason that
everyone doesn’t have a copy of this information is that they
just don’t realize how completely entertaining lots of this stuff
is. There have been some great writers for GT over the years!
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Beards in the Moonlight;
A First-Time Goat Packer’s High Uinta Trek
by Eve Mara Bernhard
“Have you ever heard mountains roar and beckon?
These did, like giant lions.”

I

-Robyn Davidson, Tracks

n September 2015, I traveled to Utah from my home
in the lush low Green Mountains of Vermont. After a
week in Moab exploring (and falling in love with) the
awesome desert, I headed north to Evanston, Wyoming,
the home of Clay and Charlotte Zimmerman and High
Uinta Pack Goats. I was going to learn the ropes of
goatpacking. As a student of agriculture, natural
history, and wilderness survival/primitive skills - with
an oddly strong affinity for goats - I’ve been dreaming
of going goatpacking for years. Although seemingly a
bit bemused by my interest in doing an informal worktrade apprenticeship with them (I’m the first person
to have requested such a thing), Clay and Charlotte
very generously and warmly welcomed me to their
homestead. I am truly deeply grateful to them. Who
knows when I may have been able to follow this dream
– if ever! - if it weren’t for the Zimmermans. Clay taught
me about diet, hoof-trimming, equipment and its care,
saddling, herd management, and much more. Then, on
September 22nd we embarked on the Uinta Highline
Trail with two other women from Salt Lake City and
five goats. We started at Spirit Lake and headed west.
These are excerpts from my trailside journal.
DAY TWO: Uinta River.
I think that if I want to truly be an outdoorswoman, I should not be afraid of ungulate sounds
at night. But yes indeed, my adrenaline pumped for
what felt like hours on and off after some unfamiliar
guttural grunts came close to my hammock last night.
These were throaty growly snorty sounds that were
accompanied by heavy footsteps in the edgewater of
Island Lake. It scared the goats too. They stampeded
into the dark - bells jangling, hooves beating. The
mysterious grunts continued, mere meters away from
my cozy dangling cocoon (I think I’m starting to get
the hang of this whole hammock shindig, by the way.)

nigh, but
I saw
nothing.
After
a few
minutes,
Clay
brought
the goats
back,
and the
creature
receded
into the
distance.
Some time
later, the
piercing
bugling
of an elk
echoed from the far shore of Island Lake. My cold
feet instantly became hot as my nerves again sprang to
action. It was the first time I’d heard this sound, and I
both savored its intensity and feared its foreignness. (In
retrospect, I believe the grunts may have belonged to a
lonesome bull moose.)
Sleep eventually did visit me. Clay told us
in the morning that he’d heard coyotes, and rocks
tumbling down the vertical boulder-field that marks
a mountainside in these parts. Me, I just heard the far
gurgling of a creek, the wind in the evergreens, the
tinkling goat bells, the cacophony of fabrics sliding
against each other as I turned over in the hammock.

So what’s it like hiking with goats? Surreal.
Noisy. Frustrating. Fun. Some of them, especially
Weatherby, have really magnificent groans. He groans
when he lies down with his pack on and off, in the
middle of the night, and this afternoon he groaned
without pause for ten minutes with his chin resting on a
rock eyes closed. They’re pushy and they’re sweet.
In terms of the trail itself, I think I’m in love
with walking. I don’t really ever want to stop. Can
I walk for a living? (If anyone has any ideas, please
write to me at evemara@gmail.com)
I think I will sleep well tonight; the Uinta River
I unzipped and sat up, shining my futile
has the greatest harmony for sleeping.
headlamp beam into the dark. Was it an elk? A moose?
P.S. Today I saw the biggest midden I’ve ever
Four-legged bigfoot? The moon shone bright on the
water in a vast isosceles triangle. The noise remained come across – pockmarked with fresh spruce cone
caches!
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over the high snow-streaked cliffs, nearly full. The
stars were stupendously clear. The beauty of this place
needs to be seen to be believed...
DAY SEVEN: Ledge Lake.
We watched the magnificent and strange total
lunar eclipse last night. The goats’ beards glowed in
the firelight. We didn’t quit looking at the sky until
the great shadow began to slide across to reveal the
moon’s bright face again. We just wanted to make sure
that the moon wasn’t gone for good.
The sun is almost peeked over the reddish
cliffs. I feel euphoric. A squirrel trills. Weatherby
scratches his haunch with his horn. The reflection
DAY THREE: In the first trees past Anderson Pass – of the cliffs in the lake is perfect. I am filled with
sort of still in the shadow of King’s Peak.
gratitude . . . Thank you goats, Clay, Bette, Debby,
Charlotte, Uinta Mountains, Utah for protecting this
It’s late night / early morning / who knows.
magical place. Thank you sun and moon and sticky
I don’t have a timepiece with me, so the light is my
clock. I like not knowing. Weatherby, Zzyzx, Hercules, tree pitch on my hammock strings. Thank you body,
blood, lungs, feet, eyeballs. Thank you earth...
and Patrick munch grass on the moonlit slope by my
hammock, looking rather like phantoms. Cygnus is
DAY EIGHT: Atop Rocky Seas Pass.
lying down, eyes open and twinkling, beard bouncing
It’s been just about one week exactly since we
along with the rhythm of his cud chewing. I haven’t
walked down the trail at Spirit Lake. Last night, the
slept yet. A moment ago, boulders tumbled down the
cliffs a mile or two away. The elk haven’t bugled since skies were too full of clouds to see the sun itself, but
sunset, and the coyotes haven’t yipped since it first got the entire western side of the abyss above became a
dark. The morning cold is just now starting to creep in. deep vibrant crazy red pink, almost as though there
I don’t know why I can’t sleep. We walked more than were an immense fire burning just on the other side of
the cliffs.
eleven miles, including a detour up to King’s Peak.
I suspect adrenaline again is the culprit. Dark clouds
On the flip side of the night, I awoke in the
congregated in the sky as Bette and I climbed the
dark morning and told myself firmly to wake again
King. I worried about lightning, and yearned for the
just in time to see the sun rise. My hammock hung
friendly sheltering forests of my homeland.
on the ledge
along Uinta
DAY FOUR: Atop Porcupine Pass.
Lake facing
The goat bells tinkle as they pant. I appreciate east, and so
them so much! Zzyzx (named after a road in the
my view was a
Mojave Desert) is carrying my stuff, and so I hug him vast basin with
and whisper thanks here and there.
those classic
jagged Uinta
In the end, I didn’t sleep very much at all
peaks so far in
last night, but the ghostly goats kept me company.
Everything before my eyes is awe-inspiring. What an the distance. I
incredible place – nowhere I ever expected to end up! awoke again
perfectly in
DAY FIVE: Morning, Lambert Meadow.
time to see
the peachy-lit
I awake to the chattering of mountain jays.
peaks – their
My souls stirs warm and fuzzy in my body, in my
silhouetted
sleeping bag. The hammock hang is perfect and I am
shapes so
very comfortable. Last night the moon rose stunning
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clear – all those
towers of stacked
sandstone and
granite... Oh
those inaccessible
heights, lookouts
only to mountain
goats and eagles!
It’s hard to
believe we only
have two nights
left now. This
afternoon we’ll
walk to Naturalist
Basin and make camp for two nights. Tomorrow
we’ll explore around the Basin and Thursday
morning we walk out. OY VEY. I don’t want to go
back to televisions and phones and cars and corrupt
politicians. Out here, I can just walk and sweat and
breathe and pet goats. My camera’s run out of battery
and the charger’s not working and I’m thrilled. Now I
can only soak in the moments through my pores – no
darn computerized record-keeping.
DAY NINE: Everman Lake
This wonderful strange dream rambles on,
even as its end approaches. I will miss goat packing!
The constant chiming of the bells, and the sound of
their clacking horns. Their soft bleats. The deep calm
as they ruminate. Their beards lit by sunlight, firelight,
moonlight. Their leaps and hops to avoid getting their
feet wet. The pecking order – precise yet fluid. They
are so strong, these animals! So willing to follow, yet
steadfastly independent.
ON THE AIRPLANE: En route towards home.
I climbed the little mountain big hill down
the road from High Uinta Pack Goats one last time
yesterday. The Uintas stood there, not too far away,
now full of memories, now containing a piece of me .
... My own little goatpacking ghost, still looking at the
stars in Lambert Meadow. I built a cairn there.
“The shadow of a pelican sailed over a pool in which
a yellow-leg alighted with a warbling whistle. It
occurred to me that whereas I write a poem by dint of
mighty cerebration, the yellow-leg walks a better one
just by lifting his foot.”
-Aldo Leopold, A Sand County Almanac

GMO soy produces altered milk and stunted kids
Dr Jonathan R. Latham / Independent Science News, 20-26-15

http://www.theecologist.org/News/news_round_
up/2986006/gmo_soy_produces_altered_milk_and_
stunted_kids.html

Mother goats fed on ‘Roundup-ready’ GMO soy
produce milk that’s much lower in fat, protein and
antibodies than non-GMO controls, writes Jonathan
Latham, and contains traces of GE DNA. The milk also
stunts their kids’ growth.
Pregnant goats fed with genetically engineered (GE) soybeans
have offspring who grow more slowly and are shorter,
according to a new Italian study (Tudisco et al., 2015).
Publishing in the journal of Small Ruminant Research, the
researchers were testing the results of supplementing the
feed of female goats with Roundup Ready GE soybeans.

Roundup Ready soybeans are engineered to resist the
herbicide Roundup and are sold by agribusiness giant
Monsanto. They are some of the most widely grown
soybeans in the world.

The reduced growth of the goat kids was attributed by the
researchers to their observation that the milk of the GE-fed
mothers was significantly less nutritious and contained
less of the IgG antibodies important for early growth.
“This was a carefully conducted study”, commented Dr
Judy Carman, Director of the Institute of Health and
Environmental Research, Australia. She was not involved
in the research, but told Independent Science News:

“The differences in the composition of the colostrum
between the mothers fed the GE soy and the non-GE soy
were particularly striking. The colostrum from the GE-fed
mothers contained only 2/3 of the fat, 1/3 of the protein and
close to half of the IgG of the mothers fed the non-GM soy.”
GE-fed milk: less milk, fat, antibodies; presence of GE
DNA fragments
To carry out these experiments the researchers divided
pregnant female Cilentana goats into four groups, 60
days before kidding. Two of the groups were fed goat
food containing GE Roundup Ready soybeans (at two
different concentrations). The other two groups were fed
conventional (non-GE) soybeans, also at two different
concentrations.
After the mothers gave birth all offspring were fed only
with their mother’s milk for 60 days. The growth of
these kids was measured twice. After both 30 days and
60 days the kids of GE-fed mothers were approximately
20% lower in weight and shorter in stature. Both these
differences were statistically significant.

Lower offspring weights were not the only unexpected
findings. The researchers also found that the milk of GEPage 16

fed goats was lower in protein and fat. This difference in The papers:
•
R. Tudisco, S. Calabrò, M.I. Cutrignelli, G. Moniello, M. Grossi,
milk quality was large (6% protein in both GE-fed groups
V. Mastellone, P. Lombardi, M.E. Peroa, F. Infascelli (2015)
versus 18% in both non-GE fed groups) for the first few
‘Genetically modified soybean in a goat diet: Influence on kid
weeks after birth but gradually disappeared-even though
performance’, Small Ruminant Research 126: 67-74.
the mothers continued to be fed the GE soybeans.
Tudisco R., V. Mastellone, M. I. Cutrignelli, P. Lombardi, F. Bovera,
Additionally, the researchers also found that the
colostrum produced by GE-fed mothers had low amounts
of IgG antibodies. These antibodies are important for
growth and for healthy immune development.
A third difference noted by the researchers was that
transgenic DNA could be detected in the colostrum of
most (10/16) of the GE-fed goats. No transgene DNA was
detected in the milk of goats fed non-GE soybeans. This is
not the first time that transgene DNA (or non-transgenic
DNA) has been found in the milk of ruminants, however.

N. Mirabella, G. Piccolo, S. Calabrò, L. Avallone and F. Infascelli
(2010) ‘Fate of transgenic DNA and evaluation of metabolic
effects in goats fed genetically modified soybean and in their
offsprings’, Animal 4: 1662-1671.

Goat plague hits poor farmers in Africa, Asia, wider
vaccination needed: FAO
By Chris Arsenault, Wednesday, April 22, 2015 9:58 a.m. CDT
http://kfgo.com/news/articles/2015/apr/22/goat-plague-hits-poorfarmers-in-africa-asia-wider-vaccination-needed-fao/

ROME (Thomson Reuters Foundation) - Goat plague, a fast
spreading virus, impoverishes millions of small farmers
The problem expresses in the milk
across Africa and Asia, but a campaign to eradicate it has
Interestingly, the researchers found that all of the kids drawn far less support than halting mad cow disease or Ebola,
were of similar size at birth, regardless of whether their a U.N. veterinary official said on Wednesday.
‘Peste des petits ruminants’ (PPR) or goat plague, attacks
mothers ate Roundup Ready GE soybeans or not.
sheep and goats - crucial to the livelihood of more than
The researchers therefore proposed that the stunting
300 million herders in the developing world - and costs
of the offspring of GE-fed mothers reflected a milk
those who can least afford it some $2 billion a year, the
deficiency - presumably either the lower nutritional
U.N.’s Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) reported.
value of the colostrum and milk of GE-fed mothers or the
Despite an effective vaccine which can protect animals,
colostrum antibody differences that were observed.
PPR has spread rapidly in the past 15 years into more than
The authors noted that low IgG antibody levels in 60 countries, it said.
colostrum are correlated in other ruminants with slower
growth and also that IgG antibodies are known to have “We have the tools to eradicate this at its source,” FAO Chief
a role in nutrient absorption because they promote gut Veterinary Officer Juan Lubroth told the Thomson Reuters
Foundation on Wednesday. “But we don’t have the political
development in newborns.
will or the resources because it’s affecting poor countries.”
The researchers did not discuss whether the transgene
A plan to eliminate the virus by 2030 through vaccinations
DNA fragments found in the milk played a role in altering
and other means is expected to cost between $4 billion
kid development.
and $7 billion, he said.
This result is the strongest demonstration so far of UN agencies have yet to issue a formal call for donations and
altered growth and development in offspring of GE-fed the bulk of the money for eradication efforts is expected to
mothers. The same researchers in 2010 showed altered come from national governments in affected countries.
activity of the lactic dehydrogenase enzyme in kids fed
In its current form, the virus cannot be passed to humans.
milk from mothers that ate GE Roundup Ready soybeans.
But other diseases, including Ebola, MERS and anthrax
In that previous study however, no additional effects on
eventually made the jump from animals to people.
goat offspring were detected (Tudisco et al., 2010).
The disease is still affecting people by depriving farmers of
“It is already known that Roundup Ready soybeans have their livelihoods and stopping children in poor countries
various defects including a Manganese deficiency”, said Dr from getting the protein they need, Lubroth added.
Allison Wilson of The Bioscience Resource Project.
Demand for meat and milk from goats and sheep in Africa
“Yet regulators and GMO developers have continuously is expected to rise by 137 percent from 2000 to 2030, and
dismissed credible reports of GMO crops causing apparent by even more in Asia, according to the FAO.
harm to animals, from many different research groups. Goat plague is set to hit the supply of these foodstuffs, pushing
Hopefully they will not ignore yet another study.”
up prices and making it harder for the poor to buy them.
Dr Jonathan R. Latham is editor of Independent Science Eighty percent of the world’s 2.1 billion sheep and goats
News, where this article was originally published.
live in regions affected by goat plague, the FAO said.
(Reporting By Chris Arsenault; Editing by Tim Pearce)
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Nation’s Largest Savanna Goat Farm In Comanche
Posted: Oct 28, 2014
http://www.kswo.com/story/27147235/nations-largest-savannagoat-farm-in-comanche

COMANCHE, Okla.- A couple in the town of Comanche,
in Stephens County, has steadily risen to the top of an
unusual area of agriculture.
They’ve developed the largest purebred savanna goat
farm in the United States. The goats may look common,
but they are a rare and exotic breed that is native to South
Africa. Just one can cost several thousand dollars, but
they come with many advantages for farmers.
What started out as a temporary plan for Glen and
Marjorie Edwards to restore some over-grazed pasture
land, has turned into a full-time job. After retiring from
working in Texas, they decided to move back to the
family farm in Comanche.
“We started looking for ways to improve the land and we
found that goats were good weed-eaters. And we were
thinking we’d later run cattle,” said Glen Edwards.
But, after more research, they decided to start a
savanna goat farm in 2006. The Edwards started with
only five that they had DNA tested to ensure their
bloodline was from South Africa. Now, they have about
250. Just last weekend, they hosted the first public
auction for the savanna breed in the United States.
They sold 23 for over $2,000 each.
“It was exciting for us. We are kind of laid back people
so it was a big deal for us,” said Edwards.
According to the OSU Cooperative Extension, the
demand for goat meat has steadily increased over the
past 10 years.
“It’s less cholesterol, very lean. So a lot of people are
looking at it as a health food. You’ll see now, a lot
of high end restaurants are starting to provide goat
meat,” said Edwards.
These rare goats come with big advantages. They can
cross well with other breeds, and they are virtually parasite
resistant, which means fewer medical bills for the farmer.
Edwards says it took them years to get the business
to where it is now. And although they started late, the
Edwards seem to have gotten a leg up in the game,
and they don’t plan on stopping anytime soon.
“We want to continue with the savannas, and from
there we just want to see it grow and be a part of it
throughout,” said Edwards.
The Edwards say they have been working with several
goat organizations to try and bring the savanna breed
to the top of the U.S. goat meat market.
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Northwest
Pack Goats

& Supplies

The largest selection of pack goat gear available.

Complete line of supplies including waterproof coats, feed bags,
rope halters, kid saddles, books and more…
 Three Styles of Wood Saddles
 Completely Finished
 Do-it-yourself Oak Kit
 Economy Kit
 starting at $69.00

Now selling John Mionczynski’s
Acid Rain Panniers

 Patented “Northwest Custom Fit” Saddle:
 Sculptured sideboards to match the
contours of your goat
 Machined aluminum cross-bucks
 Anodized for added durability
 Fully adjustable for width and angle
 Completely weather resistant
 $235 with pad
Panniers & Pads
Basic Panniers: 16x16x8…………....$ 90.00
Zipper Panniers: 16x16x8…………...$115.00
Deluxe Panniers: 18x16x10…………$144.00
John Mionczynski's Acid Rain Panniers
Regular: 14" h x 7.5" d x 23” l….$165.00
Large: 14" h x 7.5" d x 26” l……$165.00
(Shipping cost included)
Plain Pad ……………………………..$28.00
Exclusive “pocket pad” ……………..$40.00
~Impossible for the pad to slip out from under your saddle.

 Six Colors: Hunter Green, Purple, Royal Blue, Red, Teal, Fluorescent Orange on most items
Selling quality equipment and supplies around the world.

1-888-PACKGOAT
www.northwestpackgoats.com

All our gear comes with a satisfaction guarantee or your money back.
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An interesting piece from the ‘Upper 1’. I say that as
Alaskans always refer to us down here as the ‘Lower 48’,
so...

:-)

Dairy Farming in Rural Alaska
By: N. Chance Cunningham

Alaska, as beautiful and she sounds, she also comes
with a bitter northern bite from December to
March. Now, this also means that Alaskan summers
came with a lot of work as well, in preparations for
the “Alaskan Bite”.

How did we feed our herds? Good question… Now,
our entire farm did not graze, they were all behind
a fence and had to have food brought to them.
Grazing, in the summers, would not have gone well
with all the Brown and Black Bears running around
looking for tasty snacks.

As fun as this sounds; Alaskan farming, this too
came with some trials. Where we lived, we did not
have tractors or implements to cut, dry, rake, and
bale hay. We had to take our 4 Wheeler out, with
My family and I lived in “Rural Alaska” – to be exact our trailer, and cut the tall meadow grass by hand.
We would haul this fresh cut grass back to feed the
we lived in Akiak (A-k-ee-a-k), Alaska. Akiak is
nestled roughly 70 miles upriver on the Kuskokwim animals then we would turn around and cut our
next trailer load for drying for our winter storage.
River. We lived on the upper-bank or north side of
the river. Akiak has a long and interesting history in We did this every day, all summer long, roughly, 150
days of cutting one load for the herd and one load
Alaska; therein, farming history and historical dog
for winter storage, we still never had enough.
sled racing.
Farming in Akiak started with the Sami people of
Sweden and Norway, who were reindeer herders.
Farming in Akiak progressed over the years and
soon found draft horses, goats, chickens, a pig, and
still some reindeer herding.

After many years of farming, it dropped off only to
be heard of in Alaska history or by word-of-mouth.
I have had the neat opportunity to have talked to
a few Yup’ik (y-oo-p-i-ck) Eskimos who still, to
this day, can remember being involved with and
watching farmers in their younger ages. Even after
96 years of living, the thought of being involved
with farming in Akiak, Alaska; this brought a huge
smile to their faces.
My wife and I come from a farming lifestyle
from Wyoming to Missouri. We thoroughly enjoy
every bit of farming and we enjoy benefitting our
communities with our fresh produce, milk, and
meats; we desired this too, in Akiak. So we did, we
made and then executed plans to bring farming
back to Akiak, dairy farming to be exact.

In April of 2014, we bought and had flown out to us
an American Lamancha. This goat was then the first
goat back in Akiak since the early 1900’s. Yes, we
lived so rural that all our animals had to be flown
to us. Which came with a very expensive price tag;
we then grew our herd from one to two, to seven.
We had three Lamancha Does, one Alpine Buck, two
Boer Does, and one whether, a Nigerian Dwarf. We
then went and bought us 50 head of chicken and 10
ducks.

On top of daily Alaskan farming chores, we had
barns to build and additional fences to construct.
Now, we could not just stroll down to the lumber
store to buy wood for buildings and fences; we
went out and literally had to fall trees and build our
barns and fences out of what we collected from the
land. We did get lucky and ran up on some old chain
linked fence, which worked out perfectly for our
farm’s needs.
After long days of cutting grass, subsistence fishing,
hunting, milking our goats, and feeding; we were
never prepared enough for the winter ahead.

Our Alaskan winters would freely give -30+ degree
weather with gale force winds, -30 could and would
easily turn into -40 to -50 degrees. Oh wait! Let’s
add some snow into the mixture. Fortunately, the
animal survived the Alaskan winters! We never lost
a goat, we never lost a full grown chicken, but we
did lose all our ducks to various reasons.
Alaska did provide sufficient food for our dairy’s
needs. It was not always easy, but with sweat and a
lot of planning and more sweat; it has worked out.
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Horns vs. No-Horns: Pros and Cons
Dr. Lauren Hall Ruddell
Our pack goats are de-horned. I
usually think that this is a good thing,
but sometimes on heavily used trails
in the back country, I wish they did
have horns. On the other hand, when
sitting around the campfire with them
at night, I am pretty glad they don’t.
When talking with packers, I get a
keen sense that my ambivalence is
shared.

aggressive dog through the air. I suspect that more goats
have been injured by dogs than people injured by pack
goats”. I whole heartedly concur with that observation.

Another reason I occasionally wish my goats had horns
is when I see my black Nubian wethers overheating
on an uphill climb. We pull into the shade constantly
to keep everyone happy. My white Nubian Boer goats
seldom notice the heat (or the rain for that matter). But
the dark colored goats have trouble expelling heat. I
often wonder if they would do better if not dehorned.
They probably would. Research going back as far as
the 1960’s quantifies the benefits of horns for caprine
thermoregulation. Horns release an average of 4% of an
At Planet Goat we don’t have much choice, because our
exercising goat’s excess heat. After exercising for at least
packers are housed with registered show stock. We
30 minutes, a goat’s horns begin to heat from the base
have only one wether with horns (blunted, thank God)
of the skull toward the tip. During this heat exchange
in our herd and I will never mix horned and de-horned
process as much as 426 joules of heat is released from
again! The social advantage of horns creates a perfect
the goat’s body, or enough heat energy to melt 2 grams of
backdrop for bullying and bully he does. Hooking
steel. The benefits of this heat exchange system are even
younger goat’s collars and choking them deliberately is
greater after the goat is done with exertion. Immediately
one of the many tricks used beyond simply battering.
after stopping, goat’s heat index soars and the horns
My hornless goats have ways of establishing their place
are responsible for exchanging up to 12% of the goats
in the social hierarchy (except against him) that is much
internal heat in a matter of moments. Also, the larger the
less damaging to herdmates. My personal observations
horns, the greater the effect. A breeze doubles this effect
are in concurrence with Turkish researcher’s findings
and wetting the horns is a triple whammy. Wet horns are
upon analyzing horned vs non-horned Saanen goats.
such an efficient swamp cooler in even a minor breeze
Biting behavior among non-horned was nearly 2.5 times
that brain temperature can drop 1 degree F in less than
greater than goats with horns. To me, biting is far more
2 minutes (good to know if a goat seems to be suffering
egalitarian when vulnerable milking does are around
from heat stroke). So even though there are social
who can actually bite back to make a point. Also, since
challenges with goats with horns from time to time, the
I’ve seen a couple of people clocked by their own goats
evidence seems clear that on the trail, goats with horns
around the campfire at rendys, I am glad I don’t have
will be able to hike farther with fewer rest stops and
to deal with that. So around our farm yard and in the
recover more quickly from exertion than goats without.
campsite, dehorned goats work well for us.
Each packer’s situation will be a little different than
On the trail it is another matter. When faced with an
someone else’s. Although I will never have more horned
aggressive dog, it’s both goats and people against the
goats in my mixed herd than I do now, if I had only pack
dog since my goats are not confident about standing
goats to consider, I would get the tips surgically blunted
up to a dog over about 30 pounds. Then it’s get out
by 6 months of age and then let ‘em grow.
the dazers, bear spray, and nunchucks for us. Even
then we have had to round up goats. One dog owner
was so blasé about the fact that her illegally off leash
Airedales in a wilderness area had chased my goats all
the way back to the parking lot that I called the cops on
her. They paid her a little house call about appropriate
pet ownership behavior on trails, which made me
feel better. I do feel, however, that if my goats had
horns, that incident would not have taken place. Other
packers, such as Bob Jones of Utah, have had multiple
occasions to be thankful for full weaponry. Bob states,
”I’ve trained my goats to face dogs in masse – 5 pairs
of horns is a little daunting. The last thing I want to
do is chase goats all over the mountain that have been
scattered by dogs. Pig (one of Bob’s goats) actually
pinned a bulldog till it passed out and Diego flipped an References: (Page 22)
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Charles R. Taylor Source(1966). The Vascularity and
Possible Thermoregulatory Function of the Horns in
Goats Physiological Zoology, Vol. 39, No. 2 (Apr., 1966),
pp. 127-139 Published by: University of Chicago Press.
Cemil Tölü & Türker Savaş (2007). A brief report
on intra-species aggressive biting in a goat herd.
Applied Animal Behaviour Science; 102(1-2):124-129.

(1) Horns are ‘social’ organs; goats use them to re-establish
the herd ‘pecking order’ which they do on a near-continual
basis. Removing the horns does not remove the genetic
impetus to butt another goat, the goats’ normal social
interaction, but does remove the protective effect of the horns,
which are designed not only to give, but to receive blows,
and protect the skull. (The outer visible layer of the horn is
composed of protein, but it covers a hard bone core that fuses
with the skull somewhere in the first year or two of life.}

(10) Horns are lovely; they are beautiful, intricate, interesting
structures, just as seashells are. Before you are too quick to
say that this is a matter of opinion, remember that there are
tens of thousands of hunters, just for one example, who may
profess to despise the miniature, dairy and common brush
goats, but that expend much money and energy hunting wild
deer, sheep and goats primarily for their antlers and horns!

And last but not least, (11) horns have for countless centuries
been used for the creation of many utilitarian articles and art
objects, from the heads of canes, walking sticks, staffs, and
shepherds’ crooks, to elaborate snuff and tobacco humidors,
smoking pipes, buttons, drinking vessels, dippers, combs, and
a myriad other useful and decorative items. Many of these
articles are now made of plastic. Plastic, which comes from
petroleum, is not a ‘renewable’ resource; but goats can always
grow more horns, given the chance.

With the domestication of goats we have learned that horns
can cause some problems for us. Parents often fear that small
(2) Horns are thermoregulatory organs, regulating the
children may be poked in the eyes by a horned Pygmy or
temperature of the blood supply to the brain.
Dwarf goat, suddenly raising its head while a child stands over
it to pet it. Horns do make the design of feeders, hay mangers
(3) Horn size, shape, conformation, spacing, and direction of
and milking stands a bit more difficult; keyhole feeders are
growth are important, under genetic control, and subject to
obviously of no use with horned goats, and horned goats can
selection. In IDGR shows, horn conformation counts for points
be more destructive to fences and other structures. Hence
in the over-all scorecard; and a hornless animal is as difficult
there are individuals who prefer their goats to be hornless.
to properly assess as a dairy doe with her udder amputated,
This, best accomplished by disbudding of kids, is a choice each
or an Angora shorn of its fleece down to the skin.
goat owner must make on his or her own, having, hopefully,
carefully considered the list of rationales for horns given
(4} Horns serve as indicators of protein metabolism and
above. In a nutshell, the decision boils down to the fact that all
general feed-conversion efficiency; the more massive the
the reasons for having hornless goats are based on our own
structure and the more and deeper the corrugations, the
convenience rather than the good of the goats themselves. The
better the goat may assimilate and utilize its feed. They also
person who truly cares about goats will cherish and admire
indicate past experiences with serious illness.
his animals with lovely, well-conformed horns, and take the
(5) Horns indicate the age of an animal; the ‘annual rings’ are few necessary measures to make their housing and feeding
usually easy to see.
easier.
(6) Horns are convenient handles, enabling the herdsperson
to control the goat’s head when giving medications,
dewormers, etc. and to lead a recalcitrant goat by; this is
much less traumatic to the goat than the use of its ears for the
purpose of control.
(7) There is in dairy goat breeds a definite and established
link between the incidence of hornlessness and
hermaphroditism; and this link is believed to also exist in
miniature breeds.

(8) Horns have some utility as weapons; not in such degree as
to protect the goat from all dog or other predator attacks, but
small dogs and other animals can be definitely discouraged
by an aggressive horned goat; at the least, horns may ‘buy
enough time’ for the goat to fend off an attacker until help can
arrive.

(9} Horns are useful ‘tools’ to goats; they serve not only as ‘backscratchers’ but also as working appendages to assist goats with
small daily tasks. (Breeders may not consider this a ‘plus factor’
since goats are very adept at using their horns to open gates
and feed bins, create and enlarge holes in fences, batter down
boards in confined areas, etc.)
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Lauren Hall Ruddell, Conservationist and
Pack Goat Enthusiast
Place of Residence: Rush Valley, Utah
Background: Lauren Hall Ruddell
became interested in animals of all kinds
as a child at the San Diego Zoo. Many
family members were longtime zoo
employees and so it was natural for her
to be at the zoo before, during, and after
zoo hours most summer days.

Goat plague, or peste des petits ruminants,
detected on Israel farm

and a minor in zoology. While studying for this degree,
she worked in the children’s zoo section of the San Diego
Zoo as a keeper and educator. Also during this time, she
became interested in global extinction issues such as
poaching and habitat fragmentation and destruction.
Along with Frances Moore Lappe’s Diet for a Small Planet’,
MOTHER EARTH NEWS became a great favorite read.

The total number of diseased animals — pregnant
yearlings and males — is 80. Typical PPR signs have been
observed: pneumonia, diarrhea, abortion (in 20 yearlings).
Mortality was recorded in 10 yearlings.

Posted by Robert Herriman on April 13, 2015
http://outbreaknewstoday.com/goat-plague-or-peste-despetits-ruminants-detected-on-israel-farm-18052/

Peste des petits ruminants (PPR), or goat plague,
has been detected on a goat farm in Western Galilee,
according to Israeli veterinary officials (computer
translated).

This duly registered goat flock includes about 1510
animals (475 milking does, 185 dry does, about 310 males
As a teen, Lauren became very involved
including kids, and about 525 yearling does and younger
in horses and hiking. She was able to combine these two female kids. The flock was last vaccinated against PPR on
passions with a B.A. in Parks and Recreation Management 26 Dec 2013.

After several years as an endangered species biologist
and environmental planner in California, she relocated
to the Colorado Rockies. There, sustainable farming and
heritage breeds became a new life’s work. Tamworth
Pigs and Dexter Cattle were all a part of the early scene.
Then came goats and it was love at first sight.

Laboratory tests have been applied: swabs and biopsy
samples found PCR positive for PPR. Quarantine has
been imposed upon the flock. Investigations are ongoing.
Peste des petits ruminants (PPR) is a highly contagious
viral disease of sheep and goats. Heavy losses can be
seen, especially in goats; all of the affected animals
in some herds may die.

Peste des petits ruminants virus (PPRV) is a member of
the genus Morbillivirusin the family Paramyxoviridae. Four
genetic lineages (lineages 1-4) have been identified. PPRV
Now, many years later after receiving an advanced degree in is closely related to rinderpest virus.
Parks, Recreation and Tourism with a specialty in wildlife,
Transmission of PPRV mainly occurs during close contact.
Lauren is back on the farm at Planet Goat in the Utah high Inhalation is thought to be an important route of spread.
desert, one hour west of Salt Lake City. As the name of the PPRV is shed in nasal and ocular secretions, saliva, urine
operation suggests, goats are the consuming passion. Nubian and feces. It probably occurs in milk.
dairy goats provide milk and adorable baby goats yearly,
while the wethers occasionally, and vigorously, earn their Fomites such as water, feed troughs and bedding
can probably transmit PPRV for a short time, but do
keep in the back country.
not remain infectious for long periods.
Goat packing activities have taken Lauren and her husband, The incubation period can range from two to 10 days; in
Ed, to many mountain ranges in the Rocky Mountain most cases, clinical signs appear in 2-6 days.
West. Hiking with goats is truly unlike any other way of
experiencing wilderness, and Lauren is still mad about Related: Transboundary animal diseases concerns
being around goats’ feet on high places. It is a hobby that is prompt vaccination campaign at Syria-Lebanon border
growing in popularity rapidly and at Planet Goat, folks can The symptoms of PPR are very similar to those of
come and stay for goat husbandry and goat packing lessons. rinderpest: fever, anorexia, depression, nasal and ocular
discharges, difficult respiration, necrotic lesions on gum,
Lauren also operates a small farm store and vegetable stand lips and tongue resulting in salivation, erosions on the
at Planet Goat. Organic vegetables, milk, meat and cheese nasal mucosa and finally diarrhea. The formation of small
are offered from May through October. These activities, nodular skin lesions on the outside of the lips around the
plus goat treks, plus hosting B&B visitors, plus teaching muzzle and the development of pneumonia during the later
equitation with the farm’s horses, keeps her plenty busy stages of the disease are frequently seen in PPR but not in
most of the year. Work with her own charity, Conservation rinderpest.
and Rescue of Endangered Breeds (RACEB), as well as work
Mild cases also occur with less marked clinical symptoms
with the Old Irish Goat Society fills up those cabin fever
and absence of one or more of the cardinalfeatures.
days of winter.
Morbidity up to 100 % and mortality rates between 20 and
More information about Lauren and Planet Goat can be had 90 % are common, except in endemic areas or when mild
disease occurs.
at Planet Goat’s website.
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Go-Ats

On this occasion, we stopped in a small meadow to rest.
Ghost picked out a low boulder on which to lay down
in goat fashion, with his legs under him. He contentedly
One of the first things that goat packers learn is how to
chewed his cud and dozed in the warm sunshine. The two
deal with other people on the trail. I get quite a kick out
dogs were resting nearby when their ears perked up as a
of people’s reactions when they encounter my animals
man entered the clearing. He said hello, and we made polite
on the trail. What follows is a collection of amusing
hiker talk for a while -- you know; “Love the weather!” and,
anecdotes. As usual, I have not stretched the truth in any
“How much farther to the trail’s end?”, and such. As he was
direction.
preparing to leave, he complimented my dogs.
One experience made me rethink packing during
“That’s a pretty bird dog, and a nice cow dog! But that
hunting season. We were packing north of Spangler
one over there on the rock is weird looking! What kind of
Reservoir and had stopped in a sunny meadow to rest
breed is he?”
the goats. Along came a very excited hunter. “I’m trackin’
Without missing a beat, I said, “Oh him? He’s a Southa big ol’ buck! He’s got some does with ‘im too. I think
African Mountain-goat dog. I found him on the Internet
that he might have been following you guys, judging by
and figured he was made for the hills. He follows
the tracks, and judging by the fresh sign, he should’ve
me everywhere, but says very little. He’s the perfect
been right behind you. You seen ‘im?”
wingman!” The man shook his head, and said, “I’ve seen
“Yep,” I said. “He’s right over there.”
everything, now.”
The hunter snapped his rifle up in the direction I
--------------------------------------------pointed.
Sometimes people’s eyes deceive them. Other times, they
“Whoa there, Davy Crockett!” I cried. “He’s not goin’
refuse to believe their eyes, even when the alternatives
anywhere.”
are too ridiculous to believe. I remember an experience
“All I see is a bunch of dirty goats!” said the hunter.
when we met a couple hiking on the trail. They must
I responded with, “Thankfully you can at least tell goats have been city folk, because they stared and stared at my
from deer! I’d spend more time practicing those tracking goats. The woman whispered too loudly to her husband,
skills, though. This whole time you’ve been tracking my “I’ve seen these on TV! I think they’re mountain sheep!”
Richard Kaylena Frates, New Meadows, ID

goats and me!”

---------------------------------------------

We always travel with my dog, Jo. Besides being the
prettiest Brittany Spaniel in the county, she only has
three legs. This frequently draws odd remarks from
passersby. More than one person has said to me, “Sir, I
think your dog is hurt. She’s limping pretty bad! I think
one of those goats may have injured her.” To which I
respond by closely examining my dog. “Oh my gosh!
There’s a whole leg missing!” Then I turn frantically to
my pack goats and say, “All right! Which one of you knotheads took Jo’s leg? “ Of course, the goats just exchange
looks without saying a word, so I end up taking out my
pocket knife and begin whittling furiously on a stick.
Then, remembering that I have company, I turn to them
and say, “It’ll take me a little while to carve her a wooden
leg. I’m just glad it’s not like the last time, when I had to
carve her a wooden eye -- and a set of dentures!”
---------------------------------------------

Sometimes we take both our bird-dog, Jo and our cowdog, Ruger, and only a single goat out hiking. Our packgoat of choice is Ghost, a Boer-Alpine cross with dullwhite coloring. He has the pendulous Boer ears and, like
most pack goats, still has his horns.

I couldn’t resist the opportunity to have some fun.
“These are GO-ATs, genetically engineered from four
different animals. They are part goat, part okapi, part
antelope and part-”

“They look a lot like goats,” the man interrupted. “I’ve
seen them in the zoo.”

“Well, you haven’t seen these,” I said. “And I wouldn’t pet
them, if I were you!”
The woman pulled back her hand.

“They have really nasty teeth,” I added, “which they
inherited from the fourth animal -- the tiger.”

“Oh my!” said the woman. “Is that how they got called
‘GO-ATs’ -- using the first letter from each animal?”
“Uh,” I said. “GO-ATs because they, ‘go on all terrain’.
Except water, they hate water!”

“Yeah, right,” said the man. “You can’t cross a tiger with a
goat, an antelope, or an o-, o-, whatever!”
“Okapi,” I corrected. “No one crossed them. They used
gene splicing and test tubes. We’re lucky they didn’t use
mule and alligator genes, instead of goat and antelope.
You know what happens if you cross a MOAT? You get
eaten by the alligator in the MOAT!”
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“That’s funny,” said the woman. “I don’t see any tiger in
them! What do they eat? “

Fitch was now standing on his porch, fumbling with his
overalls.

---------------------------------------------

“Hello, Fitch, “ I said a little sheepishly.

“Plants mostly, but my dog over there didn’t always have “What in tarnation is goin’ on out here? Ya woke me from
mah nap!”
three legs!” I said, pointing at Jo.
Pack goats can be taught to pull. I inherited an old milk
cart that I modified so that goats could pull it. I pictured
myself riding in the back of the cart, moving myself and
various items from place to place. The only problem was
to find a goat willing to pull it. I put the cart in the goat
pen so they would become familiar with it. They used it
for playing games. One goat would get in the cart, and
another would try to get in the cart so it could push the
other one out and have the cart for itself.
Once I figured out how to attach the goat to the cart
traces, I pulled the cart into the driveway and began
attaching the harness to the traces. I put Ghost in the
harness and stood in the back of the cart. “Mush!”

Ghost looked at me with a bewildered expression.
I tapped him on the hiny with a blunt stick. He was
unmoved. I wondered if perhaps he had the notion that
he was tied to an immovable object, so I got out and
took him by the collar and we walked around the yard,
and down the road past Fitch’s house to the top of a
small hill. I figured that he would be more willing to pull
the cart back home, so I got back in the cart and said,
“Mush!”

“Whatcha got thar, some kinda go-cart?” Fitch asked.

“I looked at Ghost, who had calmed down, and was now
chewing his cud. I looked back at Fitch. “No,” I replied, “I
think that this is some kinda goat-cart!”

3 Facts You (Maybe) Didn’t Know About Goats
Or maybe you did, eh?
Bradley Hasemeyer, Feb 24, 2016, http://www.turnto23.com/
news/3-facts-you-didnt-know-about-goats

Last week, a Nigerian dwarf goat kid was born at
Franklin Park Zoo in Boston. Nigerian dwarf goats are
of West African descent, but live in climates than range
from cold to hot and dry. Now, the three most surprising
things that’ll make you the person who stares at goats:
3. Goats have accents.

They change as they grow
older and hang with different
groups. Before this was
discovered, it was believed
that only certain mammals had
accents. They can also bark and
sound like, well, us.

Ghost meandered over to the side of the road and
nibbled on some weeds. I was getting nowhere with
this project. I got out to see if I could adjust the harness 2. They stand on animals.
so that the goat would be less likely to mess around. I
And people. Just about
unfastened Ghost and started to make my adjustments.
anything actually. After all,
When I felt that things were in order, I looked up and
they’re originally from the
saw Ghost looking back at me from the inside of the cart.
Zagros Mountains in Anatolia,
“Hey!” I protested. “You’re supposed to be out here
where they had to keep their
pulling the cart, not riding in it!”
balance on rocks, cliffs, even in
trees.
I went around to pull Ghost out of the cart. He thought
we were playing his game, and tried to butt me. Fed up, 1. They don’t eat tin cans.
I jumped into the cart, intent on taking the goat by the
But they’ll chew on just about
horns. Unfortunately, our combined weight unsettled
anything. They’re browsers,
the cart and started it moving. Did I mention that we
so they eat leaves, fruits, and
were on the top of a small hill? Before I could jump out,
other plants. Anything that
we were zooming down the road. Ghost thought that
looks similar to plants and
this was a little terrifying, and he tried to jump out. I
vegetation... like cardboard
almost let him, but fearing that the action would upset
boxes and paper... even the
the cart, I threw my arms around his neck and held on.
labels off of, you guessed it, tin cans.
Ghost protested loudly. I leaned from one side to the
other to keep us traveling in a straight line. The cart had
no brakes, so the only way to stop was the hard way,
and I really didn’t want road rash. I chose to let the cart
glide to a stop, which it did right in front of Fitch’s place.
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Bridling was done while walking him and he soon took
well to it; no mouthing or chewing.

The Training of CJ
May 2004 I was given the opportunity to purchase CJ,
a new harness goat prospect. A four-year-old Alpine
Saanen cross, CJ was 39” at the withers, long-legged,
horned, predominately white with some black spots.
Best of all he had the personality I liked; aloof, sure of
himself, high energy and bold. The man I bought him
from had used him as a packgoat but he was not all that
happy with him due to no real bonding. I knew only a
little of CJ’s past. He hailed from Northern California and
came from John Mionczynski’s line of packgoats.
From the start, CJ’s choice of not wanting anything to
do with me was quite apparent. When I came to the
paddock fence to feed him he moved way to the center
of the field and would not approach the feeder until
I moved away. This went on for over three months.
I could catch him with a bit of corn and though not
aggressive, every fiber of his body told me he wanted
nothing to do with me.
He would eat nothing but corn. I tried waiting him out
by giving him COB but for days it would go untouched
so I returned to a little corn.

It was late summer 2004 when I decided it was time
for CJ to become a harness goat. I would catch him with
corn, put a halter on him, and tie him close to the house.
He reared and he pitched and got his front feet over the
halter shank. I would stop my chores, and stroke him a
bit. He was very sensitive to being touched and would
move away from my hands.

We started walking the quarter mile dirt road in front of
my place. He was not belligerent or threatening on our
walks; just kept his distance. I knew that CJ was indeed
going to be a harness goat when he started walking in
front of me. Allowing and praising this, I brought the
“getup” command into his dictionary. This was done for
weeks, everything light and easy until I could run the
halter shank up over his back and he would continue
in front of me. Do not think all was a cinch because he
had his balks and stops and starts, but after leading in
front for a while I would gradually move back to his
shoulder, then his rump, and finally behind him again,
using my “getup” command and praising. I introduced
CJ to the bit while tied to my hitch rack. He mouthed and
chewed it at first but on our walks he found he could eat
blackberry vines quite easily while wearing his bridle.

Next, while tied, I introduced the harness. Perhaps
because he had been used as a packgoat the harness did
not unduly frighten him. He just used the age-old revolt
of jamming his entire body up next to the fence so it was
hard to reach down to adjust his girth. While scratching
his rump he still jumped from side to side, avoiding me.
CJ finally bonded to me in his own way by answering
when I called his name and diligently following me with
his eyes when I was outside. I felt a wall was crumbling.
Now it was ground driving time. I harnessed and took
him into a large fenced paddock. How long did it take
him to learn doubling back and pulling the outside line
over his back? Three starts! I was getting nowhere with
him and he was a very strong whirling dervish. I could
not allow this behavior to become engrained in him so I
stopped the session. I HAD to have some help.

Bev, a neighbor who lives up the hill, had volunteered
long ago to help me with my goat training but it was not
till now that I enlisted her. A week later we started again
in the paddock, me behind with the lines giving a whip
and verbal command and Bev attempting to get him
started and keep him straight. The first time we were
pretty successful and I was high as a kite. Next day, my CJ
goat with the extremely high IQ learned how to swing the
halter rope over his horns and neck, ducking back as he did
the day I started him. Bev loves animals but she does not
claim to be a trainer. Mind you, this goat was swinging his
very imposing horns, turning back faster than either one
of us could keep him straight, and moving forward at a
breakneck speed the few times we got him moving forward.
CJ stepped on one of Bev’s feet and she took a mighty
tumble into the dirt. I did not fault her for saying thanks, but
no thanks.

I did no more ground driving until a couple from the Hames

and Tugs driving club came over. Craig drives Belgians but that
did not help us as we tried ground-driving CJ again. This goat
is lightening fast and swings his horns to evade the halter rope.
Craig did do better than Bev, but Belgians, as big as they are,
do not have horns and are not nearly as fast. I cannot emphasize
enough the timing and goat readability a successful helper must
have. If you are lucky enough to have one, treat them with high
regard. They are no less important than the person behind the
lines.
CJ was afraid of the cart so I walked him up and down the
road, with me pulling the cart. I also took him with me on all
farm chores I could, acquainting him further with being led and
working on bonding. He enjoyed standing on his hind legs and
pulling down oak leaves.

Up came a potluck and goat meeting with several people

working on training their harness goats. I loaded CJ up and off
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we went. My friend, Becky Penoyar, was there and the two of us
successfully ground drove CJ. He moved forward so fast that she
and I were running so as not to hang on his mouth. As long as
he moved forward and straight on my command I let him choose
where to go. What a thrill!
The American Harness Goat Association’s third annual harness
and packgoat training clinic was held last fall and although pretty
much rained out we did get some breaks where we could work.
Becky had brought a light, two-wheeled cart and it was time to
hitch and ground drive CJ. He hitched easily and ground drove
like he knew what he was doing. I took the plunge and got in the
cart. With Becky at his head, he moved forward on my command
and she moved back to his side. We were on our own, under our
own power! We did straight-aways and Becky helped with turns.
CJ was born to be a harness goat!

Science & Environment

Fungi from goats’ guts could lead to
better biofuels
By Matt McGrath, Environment correspondent, http://
www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-35612554

The legendary abilities of goats and sheep to digest
a wide range of inedible materials could help
scientists produce cheaper biofuels.

fuel is the matrix of complex molecules found in the cell
walls of these tough materials.
Industrial attempts to break these down into the type
of sugars that can be refined for fuel often require
preheating or treatment with chemicals, which add to
the complexity and the cost.

To solve the problem, researchers have turned to the
well-known abilities of goats and sheep to digest almost
anything they eat.
Researchers believe this facility is the result of the
presence of anaerobic gut fungi, organisms that have
existed since the time of the dinosaurs.

To test their ideas, the scientists collected fresh manure
from a zoo and a stable and isolated three previously
uncharacterised cultures from goats, sheep and horses.
They found that these fungi excrete enzymes that break
down a wide range of plant material.

Unlike the best genetically engineered enzymes
produced by the biofuel industry to date, they
discovered that the sheep and goat fungi produced many
hundred more of these proteins.
These were “substantially better” at breaking down
a type of material found in wood - and when the
researchers changed the diet of the fungi from grass to
sugar, they found that the organisms changed the type of
enzymes they produced in response.
“Because gut fungi have more tools to convert biomass
to fuel, they could work faster and on a larger variety
of plant material,” said Prof Michelle O’Malley, the lead
author from the University of California, Santa Barbara.

Researchers say fungi from the stomachs of these
animals produce flexible enzymes that can break down
a wide variety of plant materials.
The scientists say that in tests, the fungi performed as
well as the best engineered attempts from industry.

The study has been published in the journal, Science.
Fuel from food

Environmentalists have long criticised the current
generation of biofuels that are produced from crops,
such as maize, as they believe that using land for fuel
instead of food drives up prices and impacts the poor.

Researchers have had some success making usable fuel
from food and animal waste. But, so far, the ability to
efficiently use the vast majority of cheap, waste organic
material has eluded them.
The problem with turning wood chips and grasses into

“That would open up many opportunities for the biofuel
industry,” she said.
The scientists involved say that these types of fungi can
be found in a wide variety of animals apart from sheep,
ranging from cattle to elephants.
“In our work we have identified hundreds of enzymes
from anaerobic fungi with commercial biotechnology
potential,” said Prof Michael Theodorou from Harper
Adams University, UK, another author on the paper.

“We need to invest more resources to study this group
of relatively unknown micro-organisms. They may hold
the key to the renewable technology of effective biomass
conversion. Their full potential must be explored and
exploited.”
Follow Matt on Twitter @mattmcgrathbbc and on
Facebook.
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Pack Goat Marketplace

Eagle Creek Packgoats. Strict CAE Prevention Program: does tested yearly. Close to

Portland, Oregon. Alpine/Saanen/Boer crosses. Boer/Saanen/Alpine buck service. Order your wether or does kids now. 503-637-3021; eMail: carolyn@goattracksmagazine.
com
Butthead Pack Goats &
kids: Togg/Alpine/Ober-

Equipment. Packgoat

hasli crosses. Northern
California. CAE Negative tested herd. Twenty-two years, raising & training packgoats.
Kids can be seen on web: buttheadpackgoats.com. Call Dennis Willingham, 530-432-

	
  

Advertising	
  CAE	
  Status	
  

	
  
“CAE	
  PREVENTION	
  PROGRAM”	
  	
  (May	
  be	
  modified	
  by	
  the	
  words	
  “strict,	
  continuous,	
  etc.	
  Assumes	
  a	
  
history	
  of	
  testing	
  of	
  does	
  yearly,	
  and	
  pasteurization	
  of	
  all	
  milk	
  products.)	
  
“CAE	
  	
  NEGATIVE	
  TESTED	
  HERD”	
  	
  (Use	
  this	
  only	
  if	
  your	
  does	
  are	
  tested	
  yearly	
  or	
  have	
  tested	
  negative	
  
in	
  the	
  current	
  year.)	
  	
  
“GUARANTEED	
  CAE	
  FREE	
  OR	
  RETURN”	
  	
  (This	
  means	
  that	
  you	
  will	
  replace	
  the	
  kid	
  if	
  he	
  is	
  found	
  to	
  be	
  
CAE	
  positive	
  at	
  the	
  earliest	
  age	
  of	
  reliable	
  testing,	
  which	
  is	
  considered	
  by	
  WSU	
  to	
  be	
  12	
  months.	
  This	
  
is	
  the	
  only	
  context	
  in	
  which	
  “CAE	
  free”	
  will	
  be	
  accepted.	
  This	
  does	
  not	
  guarantee	
  a	
  CAE	
  free	
  kid,	
  just	
  
replacement.)	
  Remember	
  that	
  you	
  will	
  have	
  a	
  year	
  of	
  work	
  into	
  a	
  kid	
  by	
  the	
  time	
  it	
  is	
  testable.	
  
Any of these choices will more clearly define a herd’s status to buyers and should be welcomed as a
step forward in controlling a disease that is potentially crippling to packgoats.
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Subscribe to:

Goat Tracks, Journal of the Working Goat
13 Norwood Place | Boise, ID 83716 |
larry@goattracksmagazine.org
One Year (4 issues) $24 – or– two years $46
Canada add $4 per year (cash or check on US
bank only)
■ Overseas Subscriptions $32/Yr (US currency)
■ Paperless edition ($20/Yr) (a PDF will be sent
to
your email)
■
■

If you wish to pay by credit card through PayPal, simply go to PayPal (www.paypal.com) and request your
payment be sent to Larry@GoatTracksMagazine.
com (.com is correct for PayPal).
Name _______________________________________
Address _____________________________________
Telephone __________________________________
Email _____________________________________
This is a gift. (Please include your contact information so we can conﬁrm your gift order with you.)
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

■
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NAPgA

North American Packgoat Association
Why Join NAPgA? NAPgA is the only organization that exclusively represents goatpackers,
and works tirelessly to open areas for camping and hiking with your goats that are closed right
now. The NAPgA governing board holds regular quarterly meetings which are open to the entire membership (Our meetings are held via computer and MS Messenger).
Where Do Your Dues Go? Since this is an all-volunteer organization, there is very little ‘overhead’ and your dues are exclusively used to print/mail our newsletters, postage, and to facilitate
the generation of input that will impact the folks in decision-making positions we are trying to
inﬂuence to open areas to recognizing a packgoat as a pack animal. That should be a ‘no-brainer’
but it is not. Areas that recognize horses, mules, donkeys and llamas as pack animals, still say,
“Goats? Forget it, they’re not ‘pack animals’. So we have our work cut out for us, and NAPgA is
the means to get it done.
Please join with us now and help us to encourage and develop packgoating nationwide. Dues
may be paid with
or with a check to: PO Box 170166, Boise, ID 83717. Each NEW membership will receive a complimentary NAPgA patch.
Membership Classes:
Individual: Dues $15/Year, Member entitled to one vote.
Family/Group: Dues $20/Year, Member entitled to two votes.
Youth Member: Dues $10 (for young people 13-18 years. Does not include a vote)
Honorary Life Member: The Association may elect to honor persons with this complimentary
membership, because those who have rendered distinguished service directly or indirectly to
the Association, or the Goatpacking enterprise itself.
NAPgA Application
Date Received:

Date:
Member Name(s):
Address:
City:
State:
ZIP:
Phone:
FAX:
eMail:
Brief Description of packgoat experience and/or Interest:

Web URL:

Contact: napga@napga.org Website: http://www.napga.org
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WORKING GOAT DIRECTORY

For only $10 per year, (That’s $2.50 an issue), advertise your name, address, and goat related items that
you offer, such as equipment, pack or breeding animals, stud service, outfitting services, artwork, ANYTHING relating to working goats. Even if you don’t have anything to sell, this is a great way to just let
other working goat enthusiasts know that you are out there. There is a 15 word limit (address and phone
count as one word). Underline key words and they will be highlighted. Listings will be organized by state.
ARIZONA
PURPLE MOUNTAIN PACKGOATS
Family Adventures. Day Hikes, Cookouts, Campouts
120 S. Houghton Rd. #138, Box 222
Tucson, AZ 85748, 520-403-4056
AZ Packgoat@aol.com
GRANDMA’S PACKGOATS
Kids for Sale - CAE Free or Return
Box 308, Aguila, AZ 85320, 928-685-2476
powell@tabletotelephone.com
CALIFORNIA
BUTT-HEAD PACKGOATS & EQUIPMENT
Packgoats bred for packing:
Toggenburgs, Oberhasli, Alpine mix
CAE Prevention Program
Best quality goatpacking equipment
PO Box 333
Rough and Ready, CA 95975
530-432-0946
bhpackgoats@hotmail.com
www.ButtHeadPackGoats.com
SHUTEYE PACKGOATS
Rodney York
Packgoats for sale-CAE Free or replace
33721 Bonnie “B” Road
North Fork, CA 93643
559-877-2701
Nfspanky@gmail.com
IDAHO
NORTHWEST PACKGOATS & SUPPLIES
Saddles. Packs & Pads Saddle kits & Economy 4-H kits
147 Wilson Rd.
Weippe, ID 83553
1-888-PACKGOAT
www.northwestpackgoats.com
OREGON
Eagle Creek Packgoats and Publishers
Kids & Trained Yearlings
Books for goatpackers and goat owners
CAE prevention program
PO Box 755
Estacada, OR 97023
971-230-4338
ecpg@peoplepc.com
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GOAT TRACKS:
Journal of the Working Goat
13 Norwood Place
Boise, ID 83716-3283

The Wee Ones, together
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